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Canning as we know it now, was originally conceived by Nicolas Appert, a Parisian confectioner and chef
during the later 1700’s. After much experimentation, Nicholas successfully managed to preserve foods such as
soups, veggies, juices even dairy.
Food preservation enables you to reserve food for a longer period of time. Instead of purchasing canned food
from the market, you can preserve your own food before going to camp. There are numerous methods to
preserve foods, such as canning, freezing, pickling and drying. You can try these methods ...
Get some of my favorite canning recipes for home canned foods! ... Freezing zucchini is a great way to preserve
your summer harvest. Learn how to freeze zucchini and my trick for easy measured portions! ... Did you know
you can save money by canning pinto beans at home? Learn how to pressure can pinto beans for healthy, homecanned beans all ...
Learn to can and save money while enjoying delicious “convenience” foods all winter. Water Bath Canning and
Pressure Canning: Explained Don't let a little steam and boiling water scare you.
Mature, slightly underripe produce is optimal for canning and pickling. Ripe produce is best for fresh eating,
drying, and freezing. Overripe produce is suitable for cooking and freezing; cook fruit as jam or sauce, and
vegetables as soup or stew. Put moldy or decaying produce in the composter or worm bin!
60 Most Popular Canning Recipes to Preserve Your Fruits, Vegetables, and Meats. Some people love seeing a
fully stocked pantry of delicious food that they harvested and preserved. It makes us feel confident in what you
are feeding your family and makes the winter months a little less worrisome.
The only ingredients necessary to pickling are the food you are planning to pickle, either salt or vinegar or a
combination, and water. Salt is key, and it matters which kind you use. Use pickling or canning salt or kosher
salt. Pickling salt (sometimes called canning and pickling salt) is pure granulated salt.
May 30, 2019- Explore Brooke Myrick's board "Canning/freezing food" on Pinterest. See more ideas about
Home Canning, Preserve and Canning recipes.
As you can see, growing and canning your own veggies can be quite a bit expensive the first year, since you’ll
have to purchase jars and canning equipment. In subsequent years, however, it is possible to save quite a bit of
money over buying organic foods from your grocery store, especially with inflation rocketing prices of fresh
produce.
Jun 10, 2019- Explore Angela Johnson's board "Canning and Preserving" on Pinterest. See more ideas about
Pickling, Preserve and Home Canning.
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